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Theoretical determination of the width of strip for turning when ploughing with trailed and
semi-mounted reversible ploughs in a field with irregular shape
K. Trendafilov*
Department of Agricultural Engineering, Faculty of Agriculture, Trakia University, 6000 Stara Zagora, Bulgaria
Abstract. When ploughing a field with irregular (other than rectangular) shape with a trailed and semi-mounted reversible ploughs, unsymmetrical turns are
produced - pear-shaped and eight-shaped. Correlations have been produced for determining the width of strip for turning when these turns are carried out. The
way of cultivation of the field in which the width of strip for turning is minimum with different angle between the direction of movement of the unit and the border of
the field is specified.
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Introduction
When ploughing with a trailed and semi-mounted reversible
ploughs, shuttle movement is made by a unit on the field, i.e. the
work moves in both directions are adjacent to each other, as at the
end of the field usually pear-shape turns are made. In specialised
literature dependencies for determining the width of strip for turning
at rectangular shape of the field for different kind of turns are given
(Svirshchevski, 1953; Levi, 1975; Kolev, 1999). In practice, however,
fields are very often different from the rectangular shape (Oksanen,
2007). When the field has a shape other than rectangular, turns are
unsymmetrical. They are located at the border of the field, which is at
an angle other than 90° to the direction of the unit movement. In this
case the width of strip for turning at the end of the field will have a size
other than that when the field has a regular (rectangular) shape.
Since up to now this case has not been covered in theory, it is difficult
to give practical advice on how to run units with reversible plough in
fields with irregular shape.
The objective of this study is to expand theoretical expressions
for determining the width of strip for turning of a unit with trailed and
semi-mounted reversible plough when it works in a field with
irregular shape.

α is the angle between the direction of movement of the unit and
the border of the field. It varies between 0° and 90°. It is assumed
that the angle is positive when it is on the right side of the unit, and
negative when it is to the left of the unit;
В – the working width of the unit;
la – kinematic length of the unit;
ln – distance from the centre of the unit (the middle of the rear axle
of the tractor) to the point of the first plough body (ploughshare);
g – distance from the axis of symmetry of the tractor to the point
of the last ploughshare;
R – radius of turn of the unit ;
М – the distance between the outer boards of the rear tyres of the
tractor.
The width of strip for turning is calculated by summing up typical
segments as shown in the figures. They have the following lengths:
z=
g.cos a
;
f=
la .sin a
;
m=
R (1 cos a
);
a
=
(
2Rln)
sin a
+
(
gB)
cos a ;
n=
R.cos a
;
q=
(
2Rln)
sin a
+
(
Bg)
cos a
.

Material and method
For the determination of the width of strip for turning diagrams of
different types of turns have been constructed, which are used in
ploughing with reversible ploughs. In Figure 1 pear-shaped and
eight-shaped turns are shown, situated sidewards to the tractor.
Turns can be left and right, depending on the direction of
arrangement of work moves. Pear-shaped turns are also divided into
oblong (Figure 1a, b) and shortened (Figure 1c, d) depending on the
length of the turn. Eight-shaped turns are frequently used in practice
because they usually have smaller length than the pear-shaped
ones.
The names in diagrams have the following meanings:
* e-mail: krasimir@uni-sz.bg
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Results and discussion
As a result of the transformations the following dependencies for
the width of strip for turning when angle α between the direction of
movement of the unit and the border of the field is positive have been
received:
- oblong pear-shaped left turn (Figure 1а) and eight-shaped left
turn (Figure 1e)
E=
z+
f+
m+
0,5M=
(gR)cos a
+
la.sina
+
R+
0
,
5
M;
- shortened pear-shaped left turn (Figure 1c)

(1)

Figure. 1. Diagrams of turns which are carried out at shuttle movement of a unit with trailed and semi-mounted reversible
ploughs in a field with irregular shape:
a) oblong pear-shaped left turn; b) oblong pear-shaped right turn; c) shortened pear-shaped left turn; d) shortened pearshaped right turn; e) eight-shaped left turn; f) eight-shaped right turn.
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E=
a+
m+
0,5M=
(
2Rln)
sin a
+
(
gBR)
.cos a
+
R+
0,5M ;

(2)

- oblong pear-shaped right turn (Figure1b) and eight-shaped
right turn (Figure 1f)
E=
fz+
n+
R+
0,5M=
(
Rg)
cos a
+
la sin a
+
R+
0,5M ;

(3)

reversible plough in a field with irregular shape, it is necessary to
consider the direction in which to do the cultivation of the field. If the
angle between the direction of the unit and the end of the field is
positive, ploughing must start from the right hand side on the field
(Figure 1a, e), and if it is negative - on the left hand side.

- shortened pear-shaped right turn (Figure 1d)
E=
q+
n+
R+
0,5M=
(
B+
Rg)
cos a
+
(
2Rln)
sin a
+
R+
0,5M . (4)
The resulting expressions, as well as Figure 1, show that eightshaped and oblong pear-shaped turns provide the same width of
strip for turning. When oblong pear-shaped and eight-shaped turns
are used, the width of strip for turning is less than when shortened
pear-shaped turns are used. The smallest width of strip for turning is
.
achieved after doing oblong
pear-shaped
and eight-shaped
left
turns, i.e. when the turn is on the side of the obtuse angle between
the direction of movement and the border of the field since in that
case the tractor is closer to the border of the field when it starts
turning.
These are received for positive angle α between the direction of
movement of the unit and the border of the field. When the angle is
negative, the expressions are the same but change their places in
the following way :
- oblong pear-shaped and eight-shaped left turns –
expression ;
(3)
- shortened pear-shaped left turn – expression;
(4)
- oblong pear-shaped and eight-shaped right turns –
expression;
(1)
- shortened pear-shaped right turn – expression.
(2)
In these cases as well, the angle α is taken with a positive sign,
although the conditional angle is negative. The graphics of these
turns will be symmetrical to the ones shown on Figure 1. Therefore,
to have a strip for turning with minimum width when ploughing with a
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Conclusion
Correlations have been produced for determining the width of
strip for turning when ploughing with a trailed and semi-mounted
reversible ploughs in a field with irregular shape.
It has been found out that the width of strip for turning is
minimum in the case of pear-shaped and eight-shaped turns when
turning is carried out on the side of the obtuse angle between the
direction of movement and the border of the field.
To obtain the minimum width of strip for turning, ploughing must
be carried out from the right to the left side of the field when the angle
between the direction of movement of the unit and the border of the
field is positive and from left to right when the angle is negative.
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